
Wrinkles, Fine Lines, Crow’s Feet, Droopy 
Eyelids, Loose Neck Skin, Dry Eyes

RADIO FREQUENCY THERMAL 
REMODELING & DRY EYE TREATMENT



Improve the skin’s overall 
appearance with smoother 
skin and a more radiant glow.

TREAT DRY EYES AND
DISCOVER THE APPEARANCE 
OF YOUNGER LOOKING SKIN!

“My Forma treatments improved my overall 
complexion without any pain or downtime. It 
is a great alternative to expensive procedures. 
I love the way my new face looks.”

- JANE

WHAT IS FORMA?
Forma uses bipolar radiofrequency 
technology to provide optimal skin 
remodeling treatments to improve the 
appearance of your skin. It is also an 
effective treatment for dry eye.

HOW DOES FORMA WORK?
Forma was developed based on the 
clinical success of the proprietary A.C.E. 
(Acquire, Control, Extend) technology. 
A.C.E. technology uses radiofrequency 
energy to target deep layers of the skin, 
with no area being under or over treated. 
This ensures maximum and consistent 
results.

THERMAL REMODELING
Forma is suitable for all skin types and
is appropriate for individuals seeking 
a non-invasive and a natural looking 
approach to achieve a younger 
appearance without surgery, scars, or 
downtime.

DRY EYE TREATMENT
The Forma Eye is a clinically proven 
effective treatment for dry eyes that is 
Health Canada approved.

WHAT AREAS CAN BE TREATED?
Forma can be used on both the face and body. 

Commonly treated areas on the face include: 

forehead, crows feet, upper eyelids, lower 

eyelids, nasolabial folds, jowls, smile lines and 

neck. 

WILL IT HURT?
Forma is an essentially painless procedure with 

no downtime due to its precise technology 

and deep-layer targeting of the skin. Slight 

redness in the treatment area is common post-

procedure, which subsides within a few hours.

HOW MANY SESSIONS ARE 
RECOMMENDED?
Multiple treatments are recommended to 
treatment goals.

Treatment Visits Forma/Lumecca Program
Dry Eye 4 F/L 2 Weeks Apart
Lid Lift  6 F/L 1 Week Apart
Neck Only 6 F 1 Week Apart
Face Only 6 F/L 1 Week Apart
Face Only Lumecca 3 L 3 Weeks Apart
Face + Neck 6 F/L 1 Week Apart

Please speak to your Eye Doctor. 
to see if you are a candidate.

FORMA on EXTRA!

IT’S COMPLETELY 
PAINLESS AND 
THERE IS NO 
DOWNTIME.

“


